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This exhibition offers visitors the latest work of the Norwegian artist Nina 

Grønn (New York, 1974) and the Spanish artist Antonio José Menéndez 

Hevia (Oviedo, 1938). It is a sample of their work together, that has been 

unfolding for more than a decade, through a similar creative discourse, 

where they have fused approaches, concerns and interests. It can be said 

that the work is not a compendium of creative roads or a sum of 

contributions, but that it is a starting point that runs poetically in two 

ways of understanding creativity, matter and art.  

But stories should be told from the beginning. Eleven years ago fate 

brought them together and they embarked upon a common journey of 

initiation, first in a caravan with shared visual and emotional experiences ; 

seeing sunsets, the merging of nature with the environment and the 

solitude of the land. They also discovered the inexhaustible source that 

the atmosphere provides, the tones of  light or the mist. They focused on 

the rock formations, in the rich textures of all kinds of landscapes and 

realized the tremendous subtlety of our visual environment, forcing 

the apparent everyday sensations to step into a sensory richness that only 

humility, patience and isolation can achieve. From then on they decided to 

work together. In perfect creative tandem, Nina and José Antonio 

complemented each other. She came from the graphic arts, was very 

young and did not consider herself tied to a specific place or technique. 



She was a woman with infinite curiosity and a desire to learn to see, learn 

to do and learn to feel. On the other hand, Jose Antonio was a man with  

an established career in the field of industrial design and interior design. 

He had been a successful businessman and brought with him a thorough 

knowledge of materials and techniques. His long career as a designer had 

been characterized by mastering the possibilities of each procedure and 

being able to anticipate the results. He had drawn ever since he was a 

child, with an unmatched perfection and during the years of frenetic 

professional activity he ached for a time when he could be devoted to 

painting as a means of expressing everything that was latent in him as a 

person and as an artist. The pair could operate because, as Picasso said, 

the quality of a painter depends on the amount of past that he carries 

with him. In this case their pasts were very different, almost 

antagonistic and complemented each other with a perfection of language 

that speaks immediately of beauty above any meditation on taste. 

Thus two different artistic personalities, with heterogeneous backgrounds 

and different ages, knew that they could connect creatively like one of the 

gears that fascinates  José Antonio Menéndez Hevia,  the designer,  in his 

mechanics. Working together each one learned from the other, their 

cultural heritage, their prior learning and their close relationship with 

materials and techniques. As in a private Bauhaus, the starting point was 

the previous point of arrival. Thereafter they began, with patience and 

dedication, to draw.  For Jose Antonio, drawing is the basis of art, as it is in 

industrial design. They drew tirelessly, without searching for a style, or 

brooding over being more modern than any other artist, or being absurdly 

original. Like in a medieval workshop, creative synergies were generated 

in which one thing led to another, a stroke venturing a composition, or a 



void a subtle presence. Neither wanted to box themselves in with stylistic 

stereotypes or follow trails foreshadowed by other trends, groups or 

individuals. Working in creative isolation they hoped to avoid precisely 

such interference. They wanted to find a path  of their own that they 

themselves had defined by their daily work ; methodical, constant and 

delivered.  

I can say that Nina and José Antonio, a professional duo without a 

relationship that goes beyond their work, found and delineated an 

indisputable personal path. Their work doesn’t look like anything or 

perhaps seems like everything. Their paintings are not intended to be 

abstract but seem it. Escaping reality and ending in it. Employing known 

methods that become new because of the different ways they utilise 

them. In this dichotomy between what might be and what is their work, 

their genius is born. 

It is difficult and probably a little frivolous to write about a work that has 

evolved for more than a decade. Any of my reflections could possibly 

appear vacuous in comparison with the thoughtful introspection, long and 

intense, of the artists. It was necessary to speak here not of 

superficialities or spouting platitudes, but of a long process of reflection 

and practice. Taking into account the endless nuances and readings of 

their works, I think it is possible to define a series of invariants that will 

help the viewer understand their work. The first reading is of an 

iconographic nature because it deals with the motive behind it. Although 

it is broadly a work that, regardless of media and technology, is governed 

by principles of abstraction that underlie a heartbeat of reality,  a reality 

we would call "intrafina", to paraphrase Duchamp, because some works 



unconsciously evoke the development of an organism, others have distant 

references to something parietal, a few refer to a reminiscence or even to 

paleontological  erosions of matter. Some also cause 

haptic perceptions, through tactile contact with surfaces, because some 

have been designed to be touched, causing sensory and mental 

stimulation for the blind.  

Recognizing that there has never been a realistic or figurative budget,  

Nina and José Antonio’s work has that capacity to evoke something we 

believe we have seen or have felt even in a world that is not real : the light 

filtered delicately through the clouds, a glass’s accidental crack, a 

fragment of marble or a trail of time on a surface. This fineness of the 

theme, this versatility of interpretations, has also other springs that 

reinforce the power of their art. In my view, the compositions are spot on, 

with a superb play of balances, a tension from the inside out and some 

rhythms and glazes (in the oil paintings’ case) that, within the apparent 

static-ness, generate generative movements as sort of organisms in 

growth, fossilized magnificently for the art. In addition, the structure of 

each piece fits the format in a balance of asymmetries and masses. Their 

works are defined by the volumes, by the shape, and not by the easy 

resort to colour. The contained colour, with always harmonic ranges, is 

subject to the composition probably by the power that volume always has, 

sometimes in the split surface, others standing out of the environment of 

the work in expansion or contraction with drawing.  

Another of the unique features of these pieces is the technical range they 

exhibit. As mentioned earlier, it might seem that the employment of  

concrete, aluminium, oil, charcoal, engraving or inks, procedures very well 



known and used in history, would leave no place for new processes. But in 

this case, no doubt due to the technical training of José Antonio 

Menéndez Hevia and Nina Grønn’s past as a printmaker, they have put 

together ten years of investigation and research and have achieved a 

renewed interpretation of the techniques. From the complicated work of 

acids on metal, the use of resins, of the moulds and dyes for concrete, 

stucco finishes and the replacement of brushes for all sorts of burins, 

scrapers and rockers, regardless of the technique, they indicate  creative 

unconventional tools. As much as in their instruments and procedures 

their art is not inferred only by mere technical virtuosity, but a desire to 

achieve quality solutions, with a perfection rarely seen and that blends 

with the work of Menéndez Hevia as designer and interior designer. Not in 

vain, the professionals who worked at his side in those years remember 

him as a constant renewer of techniques and a fierce innovator of 

solutions. 

 

Only  someone who dominates a technique is capable of expressing a 

wealth of content with minimal formal resources. That is why drawings, oil 

paintings, engravings and the concrete forms of the tandem Nina-Jose 

Antonio are surprising in their strong spatial presence, by the dialog 

between form and colour, the lightness of stains, shapeless shapes and 

evanescence, which in their own delicate forms, summarise their 

complexity. Respect for the subject matter is absolute. The papers are still 

papers, they retain their rough texture and their freshness under the thin 

layers of ink, while the polished aluminium shines  or  the concrete is 

concentrated in its natural heaviness. It is precisely this control of the 



material that enables them to express themselves in very different 

formats ; from the large format bas-reliefs of the chapel of the Holy 

Trinity, in their fusion of metals, to the exhibition of small drawings, to 

engravings (produced with the help of the Printmaking and Lithography 

Centre Viña in Gijon) and the concrete reliefs with industrial supports 

designed by Jose Antonio. All of this presupposes a coherent introduction 

to the content revealed on the 2nd floor. Each process and each solution 

is tailored to size with an iron discipline, imaginable only in artists who 

submit their work to hours of reflection and testing. 

Many times it happens that the production of artists that express 

themselves with a particular technique,  when approaching  another, 

cause interference between the two. In the work of Nina Grønn and José 

Antonio Menéndez Hevia there are no collisions because the results have 

gestated in a natural way, from the drawing as the creative uterus, with 

months of experimentation, trial and error and findings. All the works and 

all the techniques speak the same language and are executed in  a 

heterogeneous media, with a perfectly recognizable formal lexicon, more 

cottony and feminine in Nina and more emphatic and troubling in Jose 

Antonio. Both are refined, educated, essential, rigorous, with gentle 

gestures and a lot of inner strength. In the two cases we are dealing with 

an art of sensations, which passes through the senses in a sensual way to 

spiral into our minds as the rescue of a wonderful moment that we have 

perceived and in front of which we have felt emotion and that we still 

have the opportunity to continue to enjoy. 

Fate somehow made Nina and José Antonio come to know and work 

together. And it seems that the same fate that joined their lives and  their 



creativity has  decided that the first exhibition of this creative tandem will 

be happening in the Museum Barjola in Gijon, an institution that 

honours the figure of Juan Barjola, who in the seventies  declared, "I like 

the mystery of the spaces that say more than figures, because in those 

spaces the mystery of dreams are condemned. Dreams are a record of 

reality".  These polysemic and mysterious spaces, exquisite and elegant, 

travelled by visual experience and by beauty are perhaps from the same 

emotional  nature that we can experience in this exhibition today. Schiller 

said that "beautiful is a shape that does not require explanation or one 

that  explains itself without concept".  In this case ,for once,  we do not 

need words. 

 

 


